
Key messages:
� Challenges in data collection among asylum seekers can be

solved with careful planning and flexible fieldwork
protocols.
� Sharing good practices about data collection among asylum

seekers on a European level will inform researchers
intending to conduct health surveys among asylum seekers
and other forced migrants.
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Background:
In the past years migration has increasingly affected the
European continent. The concerns of the local population
about infection spread by migrants may increase unjustified
stigma. Literature has shown that stigma is a determinant of
health. The aim of our study was to assess the knowledge and
risk perception of infectious disease introduced by migration.
Methods:
Between January and February 2020 we conducted an online
survey in Italian and Spanish University students. We collected
data on demographics, perception and knowledge of transmis-
sion of infectious diseases introduced by migration. We
performed a descriptive and a risk factors analysis to assess
correlation between our variables.
Results:
We collected 1397 answers: 1022(73.16%) from Italian
students (F:668/1022, M:341/1022, others:13/1022) and
375(26.84%) from Spanish students(F:253/375,M:119/375,
others:3/375) The median age was 24 for Italy and 22 for
Spain. In Italy and Spain, respectively, 353/1022(34,54%), 145/
375(38,67%) students were from the healthcare area, 316/
1022(30,92%), 74/375(19,73%) the scientific area, 349/
1022(34,15%), 108/375(28,80%) the non-scientific area and
4/1022(0,39%), 48/375(12,80%) from others area. We found a
statistically significant correlation between the knowledge of
infectious diseases and the perception of the infectious risk
associated with migration. This correlation was not confirmed
for the area of study. Healthcare students had the best levels of
knowledge and perception of the migratory phenomenon, but
the higher perception of infectious risk.
Exposure to the news was associated with the worst perception
of the migratory phenomenon and the infectious risk
(p < 0.001).
Conclusions:
Our study showed that students in the health area had the
highest risk perception of infectious diseases. Therefore, the
introduction of the course on migration medicine and the
increase of practical training could help to reduce the altered
risk perception of infectious diseases.
Key messages:
� The introduction of the course on migration medicine and

the increase of practical training could help to reduce the
altered risk perception of infectious diseases in healthcare
students.
� Exposure to the news has a negative effect on the perception

of the migratory phenomenon and the ı̀nfectious disease.
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Introduction:
Riverside population lack basic sanitation infrastructure and
access to healthcare. In addition, locals encounter difficulties in
accessing basic health care due to climate variability and fluvial
activity which results in tidal distortion and attenuation.
Quality of life is a broad concept and its measurement should
be useful to identify determining and conditioning factors in
health-illness process which would be key to the guidance of
health public policy measures in a specific community. This
study aims at assessing the quality of life of Tapajós and Cupari
riverside communities in Pará, Brazil.
Methods:
A cross-sectional and descriptive study composed of a group of
patients aged 18 and over who have sought care during the
volunteer health expedition in the Tapajós and Cupari rivers
between mid-July and August 2019. The team of students and
professors conducting the survey adopted the WHOQOL-bref
questionnaire as a measure of quality of life. The questionnaire
consists of 25 questions and 5 domains: physical health,
psychological, social relationships, environment, and self-
assessment of quality of life. Individual scores vary between 4
and 20. Scores � 10 suggest low quality of life whereas >10
suggest higher quality of life. This statistical analysis was
carried out in the SPSS program and was described by means
of summary measures: minimum, maximum, median, and
standard deviation. Outcomes:The five domains scored >10,
with the highest being the psychological domain (16,48,
dp = 1,71) and the lowest the environment (14,12 dp = 1,99).
Conclusions:
In spite of inherent difficulties generally found in riverside
communities, participants reported high perception of quality
of life in all domains. The lowest overall perception was the
environment domain. This result confirms not only the
barriers of physical infrastructure but also access to quality
services as a negative health and life determinant.
Key messages:
� Assessing the quality of life is key to determine which factors

influence the health-illness process within a community.
� Assessing the quality of life is fundamental to guide

strategies aimed at intervening in social determinants.
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Background:
Oral health, such as other health conditions, reflects social
inequalities. These inequalities are fed back by oral diseases,
generating a vicious and sustainable circle. Racial issues play a
prominent role, once they are associated with oral diseases as
risk markers. Among the different oral diseases, periodontal
disease associated with racial inequalities in adolescents is
emblematic. Thus, this study aimed to analyse the race
differentials associated with the levels of periodontal disease,
regardless of other risk factors.
Methods:
Data from the 2010 national epidemiological survey on oral
health were used, with 5445 adolescents (15 to 19 years old).
Multinomial logistic regression models were used. Dependent
variable was the Community Periodontal Index. Independent
variable was self-declared race/colour, categorized as white,
pardo (mixed-race identity) and preto (black). The effect of
race was controlled in the presence of the covariates sex, years
of study, decayed, missing and filled permanent teeth (DMFT
index), toothache and self-reported need for dental treatment.
Odds Ratio (OR) was estimated and sample weights were
considered.
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